Elevated frequencies of micronuclei in cultured fibroblasts after freezing and thawing.
Spontaneous micronuclei (MN) were determined in 69 fibroblast lines in the first subculture after cryoconservation. 45 cultures (65%) showed micronuclei in the normal range (less than 10 MN/500 cells), but 24 (35%) exhibited an elevation up to 60 MN/500 cells. In order to determine whether freezing and thawing is responsible for the enhanced MN level we studied the persistence of elevated MN in 10 cell cultures after freezing and thawing, and found that the MN levels returned to normal after 3 subcultures. In addition, the micronucleus formation before and after freezing was investigated in 2 newly established cell cultures obtained from probands whose cells had a particularly high number of MN. Both cultures had regular MN levels before freezing but a more than doubled number of MN when frozen samples were recultivated. This effect of the freezing procedure was confirmed with 5 separate biopsies obtained from the same donor. Since a freezing-related increase in MN was constantly observed in cells from some individuals but not in others, it might be possible that it is a constitutive trait which causes cultured fibroblasts of some individuals to be hypersensitive to the freezing and thawing procedure. It is also noteworthy that fibroblasts from 8 out of 12 probands with a familial malignant melanoma exhibited this phenomenon.